
Search Marketing Campaign



Who are they?

Aakash Educational Services Limited is a leading educational Institute in India. 

With a pan-India network of 200+ Aakash Centres and a Student Count of more than 
250,000, they are leading the highly competitive offline segment of educational 
institutions.

Until recent times, they were focused more on the offline arena, and then the pandemic 
happened. This came as a shock for them and they decided to change things for good. 
They locked their eyes on the online space and decided to adapt themselves to the 
changing times. 



What did they want?

The objective of the campaign was to get students to register for their online classes through their website 
organically.

Aakash institute wanted to grow its online 
presence and help students through online 
modes of education too. 

They were eyeing for the long term and wanted 
an SEO strategy to be executed for them to rank 
on Google.

The NEET exam was coming up in five months 
and the results needed to be quick and effective. 

1702 Digital was given the responsibility of 
conducting a complete SEO campaign for them 
relying on the robust education ecosystem they 
had built over the years. 

Nascent in the Lockdown - Aakash Institute 
primarily had offline revenue which suffered 
during the pandemic



How did we help?

● The first idea was to get their on-page and off-page SEO on point for Google crawlers to 
understand their offerings. We decided to conduct detailed on-page SEO for all of their 
important pages first and started building backlinks for them on the side. 

● To take advantage of their offline real estate, we optimized and set up their Google my 
business pages to rank them locally in every city they existed.

● To get more traffic organically to their website, we optimized their YouTube channel with 
relevant meta tags and keywords in the description. 

● Using Quora to drive more students to their online asset was also on the cards, as their 
competitors too weren’t that active on this platform.



SEO Strategy

Local SEO
Created over 50 city level pages to start ranking locally

Backlinking
Created over 300 backlinks every month, all with a domain authority over 30

Video Traffic
Improved visits to website through Google Videos, optimizing Youtube meta tags and 
searches

Content Creation
Created over 100 answers for Quora and also recommended keywords for blogs

Interlinking
Built Contextual interlinking and redirection of blogs
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Keyword : Online Neet Coaching

Monthly traffic : 1,000 - 10,000

Keyword Difficulty : Very high

Result: Achieved first position in the first 
three months of onboarding the client

Keyword : Jee Preparation Online

Monthly traffic : 1,000 - 10,000

Keyword Difficulty : Very high

Result: Achieved Third position in the first 
three months of onboarding the client

Performance



What did we Achieve?

200% Increase 

In the number of non-brand keywords in the top 5 was achieved in the first 3 
months of onboarding the client

More than 25% 

Their organic traffic increased more than 25% on average, keeping the bounce 
rate below a mean of 23% throughout 2020.

With the help of on-point content on their web pages, the pages/session was 
3.2 and the CTR value was 10% as a median.




